


Designed for all Version 2 gearboxes and ICS split gearbox.

- Single board control unit with processor and MOSFET

- Cycle detection with Active Brake- mechanical.

- Safe/Single/Auto 

- Extremly fast SEMI shots: 25 in 1 second.

- Safety: mechanical (provided with your AEG manufacturer)

- Short circuit protection: TSCP* (Total Short Circuit Protection)

- Maximum supply voltage: 15 V

- Max burst load: 240 A

- Battery compatibility: all DC batteries available up to 15V

- Battery connector: T-connector (new standard for airsoft)

- Sliver plated copper 16 AWG wires, with strong heat resistant 

PTFE insulation.

*TSCP will detect a short-circuit or overload 

any time from the moment the battery is 

connected to the moment it is discon-

nected. The system checks for short-circuit: 

1- on battery connection; 2- every time the 

trigger is pressed; 3-when motor spins. If 

short-circuit or overload is detected the 

system will immediately kill all processes 

and shut down the system. To reset the 

unit, the battery has to be disconnected 

and reconnected. ASCU will resume normal 

function once the short-circuit is �xed.

All ASCU boards are designed and manufactured in EU with strict quality control.

The ASCU LITE is designed with focus to provide the highest durability on the �eld, and ultimate simplicity of 
installation and use.

We designed the LITE with the same approach as real-steel guns are build. So no Bluetooth and smartphones 
here! You can't connect a real-steel M4 or AK to a USB or smartphone - they are operated only by the safety lever 
and the trigger, so we did the same with the ASCU-LITE! 
You only have to �ip the safety and pull the trigger, same as the real deal!

The ASCU LITE is the smallest  and simplest unit on the market, and it packs all functions that will give you the 
complete realism in functionality of your AEG replica. 



5. Fix the board so that the cut-off switch sits 
5,5 to 6 mm from the far end of the whole in the 
bushhing as shown on the picture.

Fasten using the screw from the original 
switch assembly.

Place the thin red wire in the gap between 
the ASCU board and the gearbox shell.



The wires must sit as low as possible in
a way they do not stay on the way of the 
trigger or tha safety lever

Place the remaning wires as shown.



7. Install the trigger and check the wire clearence 
under the trigger. If needed push the wires 
down with a dull tool. The trigger has to move
without rubbing into the wire.

8. Check the clearence of the inner safety lever
it has to moove freely. If needed change with the
provided with the kit safety lever as it provides
more clearence.

9. Test if the safety lever blocks the trigger properly when rised. 
The trigger should not enagege the trigger switch on the ASCU when
the safety lever is up. 

10. Apply lube the gears and axis  and 
install them back together with the ARL.

NOTE: Shimming under the sector gear 
should not be higher than 0.6 mm

WARNING! When installing the sector gear 
make sure the cam is facing 12 o’clock. 
Otherwise it can damage the cut-o� switch on 
installation.



14. Install the original selector plate or the one 
provided with your ASCU kit. Choose the one that 
works best with your AEG.

15. Move the selector plate forward and backward to 
check if it moves freely and if the trigger is blocked 
and released properly. 









the ASCU is modi�ed by the user, or any of its parts are 
damaged due to improper use or bad installation.




